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Abstract. Spectro-temporal feature extraction and multi-band process-
ing were both designed to make the speech recognizers more robust. Al-
though they have been used for a long time now, very few attempts have
been made to combine them. This is why here we integrate two spectro-
temporal feature extraction methods into a multi-band framework. We
assess the performance of our spectro-temporal feature sets both individ-
ually (as a baseline) and in combination with multi-band processing in
phone recognition tasks on clean and noise contaminated versions of the
TIMIT dataset. Our results show that multi-band processing clearly out-
performs the baseline feature recombination method in every case tested.
This improved performance can also be further enhanced by using the
recently introduced technology of deep neural nets (DNNs).
Keywords: TIMIT, deep neural net, multi-band processing, spectro-
temporal features, robust speech recognition
1 Introduction
While current speech recognizers yield reasonable accuracy scores in controlled
conditions, they still fall short in more realistic situations like spontaneous speech
and/or speech with noise. Several methods have been proposed to remedy these
shortcomings. In this paper, we combine two of them, namely multi-band recog-
nition and localized spectro-temporal processing. In multi-band recognition the
input is decomposed into spectral bands, a partial recognition is performed over
these bands, then the local scores are combined to produce a final recognition
result [1,2,3,4,5]. Early papers on this method applied standard techniques like
perceptual linear prediction (PLP) to extract features from the spectral bands
[2,3,4]. However, feature extraction methods that are specially tailored for pro-
cessing spectral bands may produce a more optimal feature set. One such method
is spectro-temporal processing, where features are extracted from local spectro-
temporal patches using (among others) 2D DCT [6] and Gabor filters [7].
One can reasonably expect both of these methods to be more robust against
noise compared to the standard methods that process the whole spectrum in one
go. In fact, in earlier experiments both 2D DCT and Gabor filters produced more
noise-robust features than conventional, full-band representations like MFCC [8].
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagrams of the baseline system that applies feature recombination
(a) and a multi-band recognition system (b).
In spite of this, we found only a few and quite recent papers that try to combine
these feature extraction methods with the multi-band approach [9,10]. For this
reason, here we will examine the effects of combining multi-band processing with
spectro-temporal (2D DCT and Gabor filter based) features.
The multi-band approach has mostly been studied in combination with artifi-
cial neural net (ANN)-based speech recognition techniques, using the HMM/ANN
hybrid technology [1,2,4,9]. A difficult question is how to combine the results
from the various bands. One solution is to train another neural net that com-
bines the band-based probability estimates into one overall estimate. Here we
apply this method, but using DNNs [11]. To the best of our knowledge, this
is the first attempt at applying DNNs within a multi-band speech recognition
framework.
We will evaluate the various models on the TIMIT phone recognition task [17].
The robustness of the models will be tested by adding various types of artificial
noise and realistic noise to the input signals using different signal-to-noise ratios.
2 Multi-band Speech Recognition
Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of spectro-temporal (a), and multi-band
(b) speech-recognition. In both methods, a set of acoustic features are extracted
separately from each band. The difference is that while in standard spectro-
temporal processing the features are concatenated and classified together (hence
this approach is sometimes referred to as ‘feature recombination’ [12]), in multi-
band processing these features go into different classifiers, the outputs of which
are combined into one score by the recombination unit. The multi-band process-
ing scheme provides a lot of options as regards the band-level classifier, the level
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of recombination, and the recombination method used. Below we will describe
our choices, along with the feature extraction methods we applied to get a good
performance.
2.1 Localized Spectro-temporal Features
In localized spectro-temporal processing, we apply transforms like 2D DCT and
Gabor filters on spectro-temporally localized patches of the spectrogram of the
input signal [8]. This is quite different from the conventional approaches where
each acoustic feature relies on the whole spectral range. These techniques, how-
ever, have many parameters (such as the exact filter coefficients, the position
and overlap of the patches on the spectrogram) which would need to be opti-
mized. To avoid this, we used preexisting spectro-temporal feature sets – more
specifically a 2D DCT and a Gabor feature set we introduced earlier [8]. In that
paper, we decomposed the spectrum into six 9 mel-band wide frequency bands
with an overlap of roughly 55%. For comparison purposes, here, we applied the
exact same parameters, but instead of using the original feature recombination
approach (illustrated in Fig. 1 (a)), we applied the multi-band approach (Fig. 1
(b)), and used our earlier results as the baseline. This way, we will be able to
see how well the multi-band approach performed compared to the simple feature
recombination approach.
2.2 Processing and Recombination of the Bands
In the multi-band model, we first process each spectral band using separate
classifiers. Most authors apply ANNs for this task, and we will also do so here.
These ANNs give phone posterior estimates for each band, which have to be
recombined (which we will perform at the frame level). Numerous methods exist
for this step, ranging from simple fixed linear and non-linear combinations (via
ANNs) to sophisticated methods that try to dynamically assess the reliability of
the bands [1,3,9,13,14,15,16]. As this paper was partially inspired by the recent
renaissance in ANN-based recognition (especially with DNNs [11]), we opted
to use ANNs as recombination units as well. It is also often argued that the
recombination of bands should be non-linear [1], which is in accord with the
findings of Hermansky et al., who found that ANN-based merging consistently
outperformed linear combination schemes in different experimental configura-
tions [2,9]. The ANNs we apply here and in the processing of separate spectral
bands range from standard neural nets with one hidden layer to DNNs which
use the pre-training algorithm introduced by Hinton et al. [11]. To the best of
our knowledge, the spectro-temporal features we use here have not yet been
thoroughly investigated in the multi-band framework, or when combined with
DNNs.
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3 Experimental settings
3.1 Speech Database
All the experiments reported here were conducted on the TIMIT [17] corpus,
following the standard train-test partitioning of having 3696 train and 192 test
sentences. The phonetic labels here were fused into 39 categories. To create a
phone recognizer, we used a HMM/ANN hybrid model (where the frame-level
phone posterior estimates of the neural net were combined by an HMM, got by
modifying the Hidden Markov Model toolkit [18]) and a simple bigram language
model.
3.2 Noise
Here, we expected an increased noise robustness to be the biggest gain in multi-
band processing. To learn whether this was actually the case, the models trained
on clean data were also tested on noise contaminated test sets of TIMIT. For
these tests, we created a bandlimited noise sample by filtering white noise with
a bandpass filter, with a passband between 3000 and 5000 Hz. It was shown
earlier that multi-band ASR is quite robust in the case of bandlimited noise [19].
To demonstrate that this also holds true for other types of noise, we took noise
samples from the NOISEX-92 database [20]. The first sample was pink noise
(another type of artificial noise), which has the highest energy at 0Hz and tails
off at higher frequencies. The second sample was babble noise, which simulates
the effect of people talking in the background. The third type of noise was Volvo
noise, to simulate conversations taking place in a moving car. And the fourth and
last noise type was ‘factory-1’ noise, to simulate the effect of a nearby production
line on ASR rates. We added the noise by applying the FaNT tool [21] with the
proper signal to noise ratio (20db and 10 dB, respectively).
3.3 Time-Frequency Processing
We chose the log-mel scaled spectrogram as the initial time-frequency represen-
tation of the speech signal. We computed the spectrogram using 4000 samples
(25 ms) per frame at 160 sample (10 ms) hops, and applied a 1024-point FFT
on the frames. Next, the spectrograms were transformed to a log mel-scale with
26 channels, and each sentence was normalized so as to give a zero mean and
unit variance. Then, a copy of the lowest four channels were mirrored in order
to avoid artificially down-weighting low frequency bins of the spectrogram.
To get a frame-level representation, each Gabor or 2D DCT filter was eval-
uated on each patch of the spectrogram (the patches had a length of 9 frames,
and a height of 9 channels, with a step size of 4 channels in frequency). These
features were associated with the centre position of the patch, giving a set of
features for each frame. Next, to make use of available temporal information, the
∆ and ∆∆ features were added. Then, in the multi-band processing framework
the resulting features were grouped into 6 vectors, based on the frequency band
they had been derived from.
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Table 1. Phone recognition accuracy scores got on the clean core test set of TIMIT,
and the number of free parameters (in millions) for the different settings
Settings 2D DCT Gabor No. of ANN parameters
FC 73.15% 73.22% ∼ 6
MB small 73.93% 74.55% ∼ 6
MB big 75.30% 75.21% ∼16
MB deep 76.53% 77.19% ∼17
3.4 Neural Net Classifier
In our experiments we applied four different neural net architectures. Their only
common features were their hidden layers using sigmoid neurons, and their out-
put layer consisting of 39 softmax units. In the first net (FC) we sought to
evaluate the performance of the feature recombination approach. This neural
net consisted of one hidden layer of 4000 neurons, using 9 neighbouring frames
during training. The second net (MB small) applied the multi-band approach,
and to ensure comparability (by means of parameter count) with the feature re-
combination method, it had the following parameters: the neural nets trained on
the individual frequency bands had one hidden layer of 1000 neurons, while the
recombination neural net had one hidden layer of 4000 neurons, and both used
5 neighbouring frames. In the next model (MB big), both nets were replaced
by larger neural nets that used 9 neighbouring frames and had hidden layers of
4000 neurons. For the last configuration (MB deep), the nets that processed the
bands were replaced by a DNN consisting of three hidden layers of 1000 neurons.
This deep net was trained using the pre-training algorithm of Hinton et al. [11]
As for the recombination unit, a net with two hidden layers of 1000 neurons was
applied. Again, both nets used 9 neighbouring frames.
The neural nets were trained with random initial weights, using standard
backpropagation on the randomly selected 90% of the training data in semi-
batch mode, while the remaining 10% was used as the validation set. In each
case where the neural net outputs were also used as inputs for some other net, the
training was carried out ten times, and the average performance was reported.
We viewed the difference between two results as significant if the p value resulting
from a two-tailed Student’s t-test with unequal variance was smaller than 0.05.
4 Results and Discussion
4.1 Experiments on TIMIT with Clean Speech
Although we expected to get the biggest gains from multi-band processing under
noisy conditions, we still found it useful to present results on clean speech as well.
One reason for this was that Morris et al. in the 2000s found this method had a
detrimental effect on the speech recognition performance for clean speech [15].
Table 1 lists the phone recognition accuracy scores we got on the clean test
set. We notice that for both feature sets, the first multi-band setting (MB small)
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Table 2. Phone recognition accuracy scores got with 2D DCT and Gabor features on
the core test set of TIMIT, artificially contaminated with bandlimited noise and pink
noise
Feature set Settings
Bandlimited Pink
20db 10db 20db 10db
2D DCT
FC 63.96% 52.02% 55.73% 34.84%
MB small 65.55% 58.79% 58.03% 37.50%
MB big 67.13% 60.34% 59.89% 38.39%
MB deep 69.32% 62.79% 59.78% 36.45%
Gabor
FC 63.59% 50.87% 55.74% 34.24%
MB small 66.89% 59.53% 60.13% 39.90%
MB big 68.25% 61.02% 60.69% 40.46%
MB deep 70.43% 64.07% 62.00% 38.54%
already significantly outperforms the feature recombination (FC) approach, and
then with each new setting we get a better recognition accuracy than with the
one before. And as we anticipated, for both feature sets, the DNN provided the
best recognition accuracy scores (giving an overall 12.62% and 14.83% relative
error rate reduction in the case of 2D DCT and Gabor filters, respectively). It
is also interesting here that for the FC setting the recognition accuracy scores
for the 2D DCT and Gabor features do not differ much; but this was not the
case for most multi-band settings, where the scores we got with the Gabor filters
were significantly better than the ones we got with the 2D DCT features.
As we thought that switching from full-band to multi-band recognition would
be beneficial for the case of speech recognition with noise, we also decided to
test our models on speech signals contaminated with noise. We report these
experiments below, first describing the case where we contaminated the test set
with various types of artificial noise (Section 4.2), then we described the case
where the noise samples came from real-life situations (Section 4.3).
4.2 Experiments on TIMIT with Artificial Noise
The accuracy scores we got when we added artificial noise to the test set are listed
in Table 2. As can be seen, our simplest multi-band model (MB small) already
outperforms the feature concatenation (FC) approach for each type of noise. And
as we anticipated, the multi-band has the biggest gain for bandlimited noise with
a small (10db) signal to noise ratio (a relative error reduction of 14.09% with
2D DCT, and 17.62% with Gabor features). Also, the relative error reduction is
bigger in each case here than it was for clean speech. It can also be seen that
in most cases the DNN yielded the best scores. Moreover, just like the case of
clean speech, in the full-band approach we can see comparable phone recognition
accuracy scores for the 2D DCT and the Gabor features (with 2D DCT features
being better in most cases); and for the multi-band settings the Gabor features
consistently provided better phone recognition accuracy scores.
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Table 3. Phone recognition accuracy scores got with 2D DCT and Gabor features on
the core test set of TIMIT, artificially contaminated with Babble, Car and Factory
noise samples.
Feature set Settings
Babble Car Factory
20db 10db 20db 10db 20db 10db
2D DCT
FC 62.89% 46.54% 70.86% 67.79% 59.73% 41.18%
MB small 64.37% 49.26% 71.74% 68.42% 61.45% 43.16%
MB big 65.99% 50.87% 73.43% 70.17% 62.76% 45.02%
MB deep 68.12% 51.62% 75.40% 73.17% 64.68% 45.50%
Gabor
FC 63.21% 47.03% 70.47% 67.13% 59.62% 40.22%
MB small 65.23% 50.31% 72.46% 69.30% 62.81% 44.29%
MB big 66.18% 51.34% 73.60% 70.51% 63.87% 45.41%
MB deep 68.93% 53.34% 76.06% 74.20% 66.18% 46.83%
4.3 Experiments on TIMIT with Real Environmental Noise
Apart from testing the multi-band approach on clean speech and speech signals
contaminated with artificial noise, we wanted to evaluate its performance on
speech with real-environmental noise types as well. First, because these are the
types of noise that typically arise in real life applications; and, second, Hagen et
al. earlier reported the failure of multi-band systems when acting on situations
with real-environmental noise [15].
The accuracy scores we got on the TIMIT core test set contaminated with
real-environmental noise are summarized in Table 3. As can be seen, similar to
the previous cases, even the worst performing multi-band setting (MB small)
significantly outperforms the feature recombination (FC) approach. It can also
be seen that for real-environmental noise, the DNNs provide the best accuracy
scores in every case. And again, while in the feature recombination (FC) ap-
proach Gabor filter-based recognition results in some cases are slightly poorer
than the 2D DCT-based results, they take the lead in the multi-band case, where
we consistently got better accuracy scores for them, than those for 2D DCT.
5 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we showed – by evaluating 2D DCT and Gabor filters on the TIMIT
phone recognition task – that both yield better results in a multi-band framework
than they do in the case of simple feature recombination. We also found that
this improved performance could be further enhanced by using DNNs and a pre-
training method. Next, we showed that different filter sets might be optimal in
the feature recombination approach and in the multi-band approach. For this
reason, in the future we plan to explore the possibility of training the filter sets
themselves based on their performance on different frequency bands, similar to
the way we trained the filter sets in our study [8] by introducing a special layer
of neurons to the ANN that simulate the behaviour of spectro-temporal filters.
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